
The Automation Platform for Cloud Cost Control

ParkMyCloud enables IT Ops, DevOps, and Infrastructure teams 
to easily manage, govern, and optimize their spend across 
multiple public clouds. ParkMyCloud’s platform makes it easy 
to automate cost savings by scheduling resources to turn off 
when not being used. Optimize spend on Amazon Web Services 
(AWS), Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform, and Alibaba 
Cloud and integrate with key operations functions including 
ChatOps, CI/CD, and SSO.

To me, the magic is that 

the platform empowers the 

end user to make decisions 

for the betterment of the 

business.

Product Brief

ParkMyCloud is used by more than 1,000 companies, including:

KURT BROCHU 
SYSCO

ParkMyCloud is saving us 

time and sanity all over the 

place, and it just works.

STEVE SCOTT 
DEALER-FX

We honestly couldn’t be 

happier with ParkMyCloud - 

it has very much become a 

part of the infrastructure we 

rely on day-to-day.

PATRICK MCMASTER 
HITACHI ID SYSTEMS

Turn Utilization Data into Automated Action with  
Resource Scheduling 

Non-production cloud resources, such as those needed for  
development, testing, staging, and QA, are typically only  
needed during the workday. The other 65% of the week, they sit 
idle – even though you’re paying every second they’re running. 
ParkMyCloud’s “SmartParking” uses resource utilization history 
to automatically recommend on/off schedules for your resources 
to save money. Or create your own schedules & automatically 
assign them to resources based on names, tags, or teams.



Try it 
for free

www.parkmycloud.com

Save Time & Money with Automation

No Installation, Agents, 
or Scripting Required

65% Savings on 
Scheduled Resources

 Payback in less than 2 
months
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Key Features

Machine Learning. Resource scheduling and resizing based on recommendations 
leveraging your resource utilization history. 
Automate. A robust policy engine automates schedule and sizing actions based 
on your tags, and adds resources and users to teams for simplified governance. 
Easy to Use. No scripting, no agents, and a 15-minute setup. Simple UI can be 
used by anyone, with options for API access and integrations as needed. 
Take Action. Control your resources and get notified with ChatOps bots in Slack, 
Microsoft Teams, and Google Hangouts. 
Save Time. Automated policies require little upkeep for savings. Keep your team 
focused on creating value for your business. 
Save Money. Save an average of $12 for every dollar spent on ParkMyCloud. Plans 
start as low as $3/resource/month.


